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1.
By order of 26 February 2004, the Arbeitsgericht (Labour Court) München (‘the Arbeitsgericht’) referred to
the Court under Article 234 EC three questions on the interpretation of Council Directive 1999/70/EC of 28 June
1999 concerning the framework agreement on fixed-term work concluded by ETUC, UNICE and CEEP (2) and
Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing a general framework for equal treatment in
employment and occupation (3) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Directive 1999/70’ and ‘Directive 2000/78’, or
collectively as ‘the directives’).
2.
Essentially, the national court wishes to know whether – in the context of a dispute between private parties
– those directives preclude a national rule allowing older people to be employed on fixed-term contracts with no
restrictions.
I – Relevant legislation

(a)
(b)
(c)

A – Community law
Directive 1999/70, which gives effect to the framework agreement on fixed-term work entered into
by ETUC, UNICE and CEEP
3.
On 18 March 1999, having agreed that ‘employment contracts of an indefinite duration are the general
form of employment relationships’, while also acknowledging that ‘in certain sectors, occupations and activities’
fixed-term employment contracts ‘can suit both employers and workers’ (general considerations, paragraphs 6
and 8), the Community-level federations of trade unions and employers (ETUC, UNICE and CEEP) entered into a
framework agreement on fixed-term work (‘the framework agreement’), which was subsequently implemented in
accordance with Article 139(2) EC by Directive 1999/70.
4.
Of particular relevance for present purposes is Clause 5(1) of the framework agreement, which provides as
follows:
‘To prevent abuse arising from the use of successive fixed-term employment contracts or relationships, Member
States, after consultation with social partners in accordance with national law, collective agreements or practice,
and/or the social partners, shall, where there are no equivalent legal measures to prevent abuse, introduce in a
manner which takes account of the needs of specific sectors and/or categories of workers, one or more of the
following measures:
objective reasons justifying the renewal of such contracts or relationships;
the maximum total duration of successive fixed-term employment contracts or relationships;
the number of renewals of such contracts or relationships’.
5.
Clause 8(3) is in the following terms:
‘Implementation of this agreement shall not constitute valid grounds for reducing the general level of protection
afforded to workers in the field of the agreement’.
Directive 2000/78
6.
The purpose of Directive 2000/78 is ‘to lay down a general framework for combating discrimination on the
grounds of religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation as regards employment and occupation, with a
view to putting into effect in the Member States the principle of equal treatment’ (Article 1).
7.
Having defined the concept of discrimination in Article 2(2), the directive provides at Article 6(1) that:
‘Notwithstanding Article 2(2), Member States may provide that differences of treatment on grounds of age shall
not constitute discrimination, if, within the context of national law, they are objectively and reasonably justified
by a legitimate aim, including legitimate employment policy, labour market and vocational training objectives,
and if the means of achieving that aim are appropriate and necessary.
Such differences of treatment may include, among others:
(a) the setting of special conditions on access to employment and vocational training, employment and
occupation, including dismissal and remuneration conditions, for young people, older workers and persons with
caring responsibilities in order to promote their vocational integration or ensure their protection;
…’.
8.
According to the first paragraph of Article 18, transposition of the directive had to take place by 2
December 2003. However, the second paragraph provides as follows:
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‘In order to take account of particular conditions, Member States may, if necessary, have an additional period of
3 years from 2 December 2003, that is to say a total of 6 years, to implement the provisions of this Directive on
age and disability discrimination. In that event they shall inform the Commission forthwith. …’.
9.
Since Germany chose to exercise that option, transposition into German law of the age and disability
provisions of Directive 2000/78 must take place by 2 December 2006 at the latest.
B – National law
10. Prior to the transposition of Directive 1999/70, German law placed two curbs on fixed-term contracts of
employment, requiring an objective reason justifying the fixed term or, alternatively, imposing limits on the
number of contract renewals (a maximum of three) and on total duration (a maximum of two years).
11. Those restrictions did not apply to contracts with older people however. German law permitted fixed-term
contracts, even without the above restrictions, if the employee was aged 60 or over (see Paragraph 1 of the
Beschäftigungsförderungsgesetz (Law to Promote Employment), of 26 April 1985, (4) as amended by the Law to
Promote Growth and Employment of 25 September 1996). (5)
12. That situation changed partly with the enactment of the Law on Part-Time Working and Fixed-Term
Contracts of 21 December 2000, transposing Directive 1999/70 (‘the TzBfG’). (6)
13. Paragraph 14(1) of the TzBfG re-enacted the general rule whereby a fixed-term contract must be based on
an objective reason. (7) In the absence of an objective reason, according to Paragraph 14(2), the maximum total
duration of the contract is again limited to two years and, subject to that limit, up to three renewals are again
permitted.
14. However, according to Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG:
‘The conclusion of a fixed-term employment contract shall not require objective justification if the worker has
reached the age of 58 by the time the fixed-term employment relationship begins. A fixed term shall not be
permitted where there is a close connection with a previous employment contract of indefinite duration concluded
with the same employer. Such close connection shall be presumed to exist where the interval between two
employment contracts is less than six months’. (8)
15. That provision was amended following a report by a government commission which found that ‘an
unemployed person over the age of 55 has about a one-in-four chance of reemployment’. The First Law for the
Provision of Modern Services on the Employment Market of 23 December 2002 (known as the ‘Hartz Law’)
provides:
‘… For the period to 31 December 2006, the age-limit referred to in the first sentence hereof shall be 52 instead
of 58’. (9)
II – Facts and procedure
16. The dispute in the main proceedings is between Mr Mangold and Mr Helm, who is a lawyer.
17. On 26 June 2003, at the age of 56, Mr Mangold was hired by Mr Helm on a fixed-term contract of
employment.
18. Clause 5 of the contract of employment reads as follows:
‘Fixed term of employment
1.
The term of employment shall be fixed, commencing on 1 July 2003 and ending on 28 February 2004.
2.
The fixed term is based on the statutory provision facilitating the fixed-term employment of older workers
set out in the fourth sentence, in conjunction with the first sentence, of Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG (Law on
Part-Time and Fixed-Term Employment), given that the employee is over the age of 52.
3.
The parties agree that the reason set out in the preceding paragraph is the sole reason on which this fixedterm clause is based. The other reasons contemplated by statute and case-law as justifying a fixed term are
expressly excluded and form no part of this fixed-term clause’.
19. A few weeks after commencing employment, Mr Mangold brought proceedings against his employer before
the Arbeitsgericht claiming that Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG was contrary to Directives 1999/70 and 2000/78
and that the clause fixing the term of his employment was therefore void. As the Arbeitsgericht also had doubts
as to the interpretation of the directives, it decided to stay the proceedings and to refer the following questions
to the Court for a preliminary ruling:
‘(1) (a) Is Clause 8(3) of the Framework Agreement (Council Directive 1999/70/EC of 28 June 1999 concerning
the framework agreement on fixed-term work concluded by ETUC, UNICE and CEEP) to be interpreted as
prohibiting, when transposed into national law, a reduction of protection following from the lowering of the age
limit from 60 to 58?
(b) Is Clause 5(1) of the Framework Agreement (Council Directive 1999/70/EC of 28 June 1999 concerning
the framework agreement on fixed-term work concluded by ETUC, UNICE and CEEP) to be interpreted as
precluding a provision of national law, such as the provision at issue in this case, which contains none of the
three restrictions set out in Clause 5(1)?
(2) Is Article 6 of Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing a general framework for
equal treatment in employment and occupation to be interpreted as precluding a provision of national law, such
as the provision at issue in this case, which authorises the conclusion of fixed-term employment contracts,
without any objective reason, with workers aged 52 or over, contrary to the principle not requiring justification
on objective grounds?
(3) If one of those three questions is answered in the affirmative, must the national court refuse to apply the
national provision which is contrary to Community law and apply the general principle of internal law, under
which fixed terms of employment are permissible only if they are justified on objective grounds?’
20. In the ensuing proceedings, written observations were submitted by the parties to the main proceedings
and by the Commission.
21. On 26 April 2005 the Court held a hearing at which the parties to the main proceedings, the German
Government and the Commission were represented.
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III – Legal analysis
(1) The suggestion that the dispute in the main proceedings is contrived
22. Before entering into the merits of the questions referred by the Arbeitsgericht, I must first address the
doubts raised by the German Government as to whether the dispute which gave rise to the main proceedings is
‘genuine’ or in fact ‘contrived’, doubts which, if well founded, could call into question the admissibility of the
reference. I would add, for the sake of completeness, that two objections to admissibility were also raised by the
Commission, but since they relate to very specific points, I will deal with them when I come to consider the
questions to which they relate.
23. To focus for the time being on the doubt expressed by the German Government, I note that at the hearing
the German Government drew the Court’s attention to a number of rather unusual features of the dispute from
which the main proceedings arose. In particular, it made much of the fact that Mr Helm’s opinion of the German
legislation at issue here was no different from that of Mr Mangold, since Mr Helm too had spoken out publicly
against it on several occasions. In the German Government’s view, that coincidence of views could justify some
suspicion as to the true nature of the main proceedings. It might be surmised, in other words, that the plaintiff
(Mr Mangold) and the defendant (Mr Helm), united by the common cause of having Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG
struck down, had brought a collusive action with the sole purpose of achieving that end.
24. I will say at once that, in the light of that and other aspects of this case (as to which see point 29 below),
the German Government’s doubts do not appear to me entirely unfounded. I do not believe, however, for the
reasons I will now set out, that they are sufficient to sustain a ruling of inadmissibility in respect of the questions
referred to the Court. Besides, the German Government did not go so far as to formally request a ruling to that
effect.
25. The first thing that needs to be said on this matter, in my view, is that under Article 234 EC, a national
court may request the Court of Justice to give a ruling on a question if it considers that a decision on that
question is ‘necessary’ to enable it to give judgment.
26. In the allocation of functions contemplated by the Treaty, it is therefore for the national court, which ‘alone
has direct knowledge of the facts of the case’ and is therefore ‘in the best position’ to do so, to assess ‘whether a
preliminary ruling is necessary’. (10) Where the national court considers it ‘necessary’ to refer a question, the
Court is therefore, ‘in principle, bound to give a ruling’. (11)
27. It is also the case, however, that the Court’s function ‘is to assist in the administration of justice in the
Member States and not to deliver advisory opinions on general or hypothetical questions’. In order to uphold that
function, the Court has always reserved the right ‘to examine the conditions in which the case has been referred
to it by the national court’, (12) and in exceptional cases has gone so far as to rule a reference inadmissible,
where it is ‘quite obvious’ (13) that the interpretation of Community law sought does ‘not correspond to an
objective requirement inherent in the resolution of a dispute’. (14)
28. It was in the exercise of this exceptional power of review that in a number of cases, which have become
famous, the Court declined to give an answer to a national court precisely because the questions arose in
collusive actions. (15) But even in other more recent and less well-known cases where the Court did entertain
the reference, it did so only because it had found that it was ‘not manifestly apparent from the facts set out in
the order for reference that the dispute is in fact fictitious’. (16) And in the same vein, but taking a less rigid
attitude, the Court has more recently made clear that the fact ‘that the parties to the main proceedings are in
agreement as to the result to be obtained makes the dispute no less real’ and therefore does not make a
reference inadmissible if it proves to be ‘objectively necessary to the outcome of the main proceedings’. (17)
29. In the light of all that, and turning to the case in hand, I first have to say that objectively there are a
number of elements in the file which appear to bear out the suspicions of the German Government as to the
contrived nature of the dispute in the main proceedings. I am thinking, for example, of the fact, which came out
at the hearing, that Mr Mangold’s contract of employment required him to work for only a few hours a week. I
am thinking also of the fact that the contract spelled out in perhaps excessive detail the fact that the fixed-term
clause was based solely on Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, excluding any other possible justification that might
have been available under German statute and case-law. Finally, it was certainly unusual for Mr Mangold to go to
the Arbeitsgericht just a matter of weeks after starting work seeking to have that clause of his contract declared
void.
30. As the Commission pointed out, however, the national court had already taken cognisance of the above
circumstances and had itself therefore considered the possibility that the dispute in the main proceedings was
contrived by the parties. The Arbeitsgericht dismissed that possibility, however, having considered all the other
evidence before it and having examined Mr Mangold directly.
31. In the light of that specific finding by the national court, the Commission concludes that the main
proceedings cannot be regarded as ‘manifestly’ bogus and that the reference arising from those proceedings
should therefore be held admissible, having regard to the Court’s case-law cited above (see point 28), which
requires the collusion to be manifest in order to attract a ruling of inadmissibility.
32. For my part, I agree with that conclusion, but I think it preferable to base it on the more recent approach
taken by the Court which, for the purposes of deciding on admissibility, plays down the relevance of any collusion
between the parties as to the outcome of the main proceedings and emphasises instead the actual relevance of
the question referred to the resolution of the main proceedings (see point 28 above).
33. In my view, that approach is more in keeping with the allocation of functions between the Court of Justice
and the national court contemplated by the Treaty and, above all, more consistent with that ‘spirit of
cooperation’ between them which is implicit in Article 234 EC (18) and has always been emphasised by this
Court. It seems to me that that approach cannot but entail an attitude of presumptive trust in the findings of the
national court and a presumption that it is not ‘a mere “instrument” in the hands of … the parties’, (19) which
they use at will for their own ends.
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34. It also seems to me that, for the purpose of upholding the role of the Court, rather than attempting to
establish the degree to which the collusion is manifest, which, by definition, will often be difficult and open to
doubt, what matters most, especially if the case is ‘suspect’, is establishing that the interpretation of Community
law sought genuinely corresponds ‘to an objective requirement inherent in the resolution of a dispute’.
35. In the light of those considerations, I therefore am of the opinion that the alleged collusive nature of the
main proceedings cannot of itself have the effect of rendering the reference inadmissible, and that the focus
must instead be directed, and with particular rigour, at assessing the relevance of the questions referred.
(2) Directive 1999/70
(i)
Clause 5
36. By Question 1(b), which falls to be considered first, the referring court asks whether Clause 5 of the
framework agreement precludes a national provision, such as Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, which lays down no
restrictions for fixed-term contracts of employment with workers over the age of 52.
37. Adopting the rigorous approach I have advocated above, I can say at once that, in my view, the
Commission is correct in arguing that the question is inadmissible.
38. It is clear from its letter and purpose that Clause 5 applies where there are several fixed-term contracts in
succession and, accordingly, the interpretation of that provision is of no relevance whatsoever to the facts of this
case, which concerns the first and only contract of employment between Mr Mangold and Mr Helm.
39. In terms of the letter of the provision, the clause requires Member States to introduce into national law
measures concerning ‘objective reasons justifying the renewal of fixed-term contracts’ (subparagraph (a)), ‘the
maximum total duration’ of ‘successive’ employment contracts (subparagraph (b)), or ‘the number of renewals’
of successive contracts (subparagraph (c)). The provision thus requires restrictive measures where several
successive contracts are involved but has no application in the case of a worker engaged for a single fixed-term
contract.
40. The literal argument is confirmed by the directive’s purpose, which is ‘to establish a framework to prevent
abuse arising from the use of successive fixed-term employment contracts or relationships’ (14threcital). What it
is sought to regulate is not therefore the first-time fixed-term contract but rather the repeated use of fixed-term
contracts, which is considered open to abuse.
41. Yet as Mr Mangold and Mr Helm have confirmed, their contract is a first and only contract of employment.
It follows, in the light of the above discussion, that Clause 5 has no application to this contract and that therefore
the interpretation of that clause is manifestly irrelevant to the resolution of the dispute in the main proceedings.
42. On that ground, I propose that the Court should rule that it has no jurisdiction to express a view on
Question 1(b).
(ii)
Clause 8(3) (the ‘non-regression clause’)
43. By Question 1(a), the Arbeitsgericht asks whether Clause 8(3) of the framework agreement precludes a
national provision, such as Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, which in transposing Directive 1999/70 lowered the
age at which fixed-term contracts of employment can be entered into without restrictions from 60 to 58.
Preliminary points
44. For a better understanding of this question, I should first recap the chronology of legislative provisions
enacted in Germany:
–
the 1985 Law to Promote Employment, as amended by the 1996 Law to Promote Growth and Employment,
which allowed workers over the age of 60 to be employed on fixed-term contracts with no restrictions;
–
Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, giving effect to Directive 1999/70, which in 2000 lowered the relevant
threshold from age 60 to 58;
–
the Hartz law which amended that provision of the TzBfG, further lowering the threshold to 52.
45. Given the above legislative chronology, the Commission argues that an issue of admissibility could also
arise in relation to Question 1(a). It notes that Mr Mangold was not hired after reaching the age of 58, on the
basis of the original version of Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG (by reference to which the national court asks the
question), but rather at the age of 56, as permitted under the subsequent Hartz Law which amended that
provision. According to the Commission, it is therefore only in relation to the latter law that a ruling by the Court
would be relevant.
46. For its part, the Arbeitsgericht gave a cursory explanation that an interpretation of the original version of
Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG would still be useful, since a ruling of incompatibility in relation to that provision
would automatically also strike down the later provision of the Hartz Law, relied upon by Mr Helm as justifying
the fixed term in Mr Mangold’s contract of employment.
47. However, under the rigorous scrutiny which I have proposed to bring to bear in this case (see point 35
above), that explanation appears incomplete and unconvincing. It does not give the Court to understand the
reasons why, instead of asking the question by reference to the provisions applicable to the facts of the case
(those resulting from the amendments introduced by the Hartz Law), the national court chose to frame the
question by reference to the law previously in force which appears not to be strictly relevant to this case.
48. Nevertheless, since the referring court has still provided the Court with all the legal details necessary for a
useful answer to its queries, I agree with the Commission that question 1(a) should not be held inadmissible but
that the Court might instead follow the practice, which it frequently adopts in these cases, of rephrasing the
question so as to clarify what it is actually useful for the national court to know. The question would then become
whether or not Clause 8(3) of the framework agreement precludes a national provision, such as Paragraph 14(3)
of the TzBfG, as amended by the Hartz Law, which, following the transposition of Directive 1999/70, lowered the
age at which fixed-term contracts of employment can be entered into without restrictions from 58 to 52.
Observations of the parties
49. With Question 1(a) rephrased accordingly, I note that the submissions relating to that question focused
considerable attention on the meaning and effect of Clause 8(3), according to which ‘[i]mplementation of [the]
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[framework] agreement shall not constitute valid grounds for reducing the general level of protection afforded to
workers in the field of the agreement’.
50. The parties that made observations in relation to that clause went to some lengths to show that by
enacting the provisions referred to above the German legislature reduced (or did not reduce) the general level of
protection provided to workers by national law prior to the transposition of Directive 1999/70.
51. According to Mr Mangold, a reduction did take place, as the age at which the restrictions on fixed-term
contracts cease to apply was lowered considerably. The German Government disagrees, arguing that the
lowering of the age-limit complained of was more than offset by the introduction of new safeguards for fixedterm employees such as a general prohibition of discrimination and the extension of the fixed-term contract
restrictions to small businesses and to short-term work.
52. For my part, I am not sure whether the parties have correctly identified the key issue. They appear to take
for granted that Clause 8(3) is to be read as a binding provision, which absolutely prohibits Member States from
reducing the general level of protection already in place. It seems to me, however, that the matter of the nature
and effect of such clauses is anything but settled and is in fact a source of lively contention among
commentators.
53. An analysis of the nature and effect of such clauses is therefore required.
The legal nature of the clause
54. I will begin by noting that we are concerned here with provisions, traditionally described as non-regression
clauses, which began to be included in the Community’s social affairs directives at the end of the 1980s, (20) so
as to provide, albeit by different forms of words, that the implementation of a particular directive should not
constitute a ‘justification’, ‘ground’ or ‘reason’ for providing less favourable treatment than that already available
in the various Member States. (21)
55. For the purposes of this analysis, two categories of non-regression clauses may be distinguished: those
included only in the recitals to the relevant acts, (22) and those set out in the body of the directives or
Community-level agreements negotiated by the social partners and given effect by directives. (23)
56. This second category, to which Clause 8(3) of the framework agreement belongs, has binding legal
character according to the majority view among legal writers. Others commentators, however, regard it as
quintessentially political: a mere exhortation, in effect, to national legislatures not to reduce the protection
already provided in national law when transposing directives in the field of social policy.
57. For my part, I tend to the former view, both in general and in this particular case, on grounds both literal
and schematic. (24)
58. As regards the literal argument, the form of the verb used (‘Implementation of [the] [framework]
agreement shall not constitute valid grounds for reducing the general level of protection’) (25) suggests, in the
light of the usual canons of construction applied in these cases, (26) that a mandatory provision was intended,
imposing on Member States a full-blown negative obligation not to use transposition as a ground for reducing the
protection already enjoyed by workers under existing national law.
59. That interpretation appears borne out also by the placement of the clause within the scheme of the
directive. It was not included among the recitals (as similar clauses had sometimes been), but in the actual body
of the directive. Like all the other normative provisions of the directive, therefore, the clause in question, in
accordance with the third paragraph of Article 249 EC, is binding on Member States as to the result to be
achieved, which in this case is to avoid the possibility of transposition providing a legitimate basis for rowing
back on existing protections at national level.
The effect of the ‘non-regression’ obligation
60. That having been clarified, I will now attempt to analyse the effect of the obligation laid down by Clause
8(3).
61. In that regard, let me say at once that, contrary to what Mr Mangold argues, this is not a standstill clause
absolutely prohibiting any lowering of the level of protection that exists under national law at the time of
implementation of the directive.
62. It is rather, in my opinion, a transparency clause, in other words a clause which, in order to guard against
abuses, prohibits Member States from taking advantage of the transposition of the directive to implement, in a
sensitive area such as social policy, a reduction in the protection already provided under their own law, while
blaming it (as unfortunately all too often happens!) on non-existent Community law obligations rather than on an
autonomous home-grown agenda.
63. This follows firstly from the letter of the clause, which does not preclude, as a general rule, any reduction in
the level of protection enjoyed by workers, but rather provides that ‘implementation’ of the directive cannot itself
constitute ‘valid grounds’ for undertaking such a reduction. Subject to compliance with the requirements of the
directive, a curtailing of protections at national level is therefore entirely possible, but only on grounds other
than the need to give effect to the directive, the existence of which grounds it is for the Member State to
demonstrate.
64. On proper consideration, any other interpretation would not only do violence to the very clear language of
the clause but would also be at odds with the scheme of allocation of responsibilities intended by the Treaty,
which in the domain of social policy assigns to the Community the task of ‘support[ing] and complement[ing] the
activities of the Member States’ in specified fields (Article 137 EC).
65. If the clause in question were to be interpreted not, as I have argued, as a transparency requirement, but
rather as a fully-fledged standstill provision, then upon implementation of the directive Member States would find
themselves denied the possibility not only – as is obvious – of contravening the obligations imposed by the
directive but also of absolutely any rowing back, for good cause, in the area governed by the directive. But that
would be neither to support nor to complement their activities but to tie their hands completely in the field of
social policy.
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66. That having been said, in terms of the effect of Clause 8(3), it remains to be determined whether the
reference to ‘implementation’ of the directive means the ‘first implementation’ of the directive or, more
generally, any legislation, including any later legislation, enacted within its sphere of application.
67. The German Government appears to favour the former interpretation. It argues that the clause in question
constrains the national legislature only in relation to the first implementation of Directive 1999/70 and has no
bearing on any subsequent interventions by the state. In the instant case, therefore, there could be no question
of the clause being violated, since it had no bearing on the Hartz Law, the legislation at issue here, which was
enacted only in 2002, two years after the formal transposition of the aforementioned directive via the TzBfG.
68. I take the view, however, that that argument cannot be accepted, and that Mr Mangold is correct, on both
literal and teleological grounds, in urging the contrary interpretation.
69. As far as the language of the clause is concerned, I would point out that in providing that ‘implementation’
of the directive does not constitute valid grounds for regression, the clause uses a very broad term, capable of
covering any domestic rules intended to achieve the results pursued by the directive. It is therefore not only the
national provisions that give effect to the obligations flowing from the directive which must comply with the
transparency requirement described above, but also any subsequent provisions that, to the same end,
supplement or amend the rules already adopted.
70. As regards its objectives, let me say again that the clause is aimed at preventing national legislatures using
Directive 1999/70 as grounds for reducing the safeguards enjoyed by workers, by blaming the directive for
measures which are in fact the product of their own autonomous legislative choices.
71. Clearly, the risk of such behaviour on the part of the State is greatest at the time of first transposition,
when a clear distinction, within the same legislation, between provisions enacted to meet Community law
obligations and those having no such purpose is very difficult to discern and the temptation to ‘dress up’ the
latter as the former can therefore be all the stronger.
72. However, it seems to me that the risk is still there afterwards, in particular when – as in the present case –
the legislature supplements or amends the legislation of first transposition by inserting new provisions. It may be
equally unclear in the case of such provisions, which are merged in with those previously enacted, whether they
are still attributable to a requirement of Community law or to the domestic legislature’s own agenda.
73. For that reason, it seems to me that laws, such as the Hartz Law in this case, enacted subsequent to the
legislation of first transposition, which amend or supplement that legislation, are also subject to the transparency
requirement laid down by Clause 8(3). Since the Hartz Law amended the TzBfG, which was the legislation that
gave effect to Directive 1999/70, it too must therefore be tested in that respect.
Application to the case in hand
74. In the light of all that, and turning now to the case in hand, I can say right away that to my mind Germany
did not violate Clause 8(3) by enacting the Hartz Law.
75. The order for reference and the German Government’s observations at the hearing disclose a number of
factors to indicate that the ground on which the Hartz Law lowered from 58 to 52 the age at which fixed-term
contracts may be entered into without restriction was the need to promote the employment of older people in
Germany and was thus quite independent of the requirements of implementing Directive 1999/70.
76. The first such factor is the fact that both before and after the implementation of the directive various
legislative interventions took place to gradually reduce the age threshold in question. These were, as noted
earlier: in 1996, the Law to Promote Growth and Employment, which set the age-limit at 60; in 2000, the TzBfG,
which dropped the age-limit to 58; and finally, in 2002, the Hartz Law, which further lowered it to 52. The
German legislature, therefore, even before the implementation of the directive, decided autonomously to reduce
the protection provided in this area to older workers, with a view to boosting their prospects of employment, and
it persisted with this policy even after the implementation of the directive, thereby demonstrating its intention of
pursuing its own economic and social policy agenda independently of Community constraints.
77. A second factor, which relates to the Hartz Law specifically, is the fact that that law was enacted in the
wake of a report by a government commission which found that ‘an unemployed person over the age of 55 has
about a one-in-four chance of reemployment’ (see point 15 above). The lowering of the age threshold was
therefore clearly based on specific employment-related considerations and not an exploitation of the obligations
imposed by the Community.
78. In the light of those factors, I therefore take the view that Clause 8(3) of the framework agreement does
not preclude a national provision, such as Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, as amended by the Hartz Law, which,
for justified reasons of employment policy unconnected with the transposition of Directive 1999/70, lowered the
age at which fixed-term contracts of employment can be entered into without restriction from 58 to 52.
79. It still remains to be examined, however, whether that lowering is compatible with the other directive
(Directive 2000/78) cited by the national court in the second question referred, which I now turn to consider.
(3) Directive 2000/78
80. By its second question, the referring court asks whether Article 6 of Directive 2000/78 precludes a national
provision, such as Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, as amended by the Hartz Law, which allows workers over the
age of 52 to be employed on fixed-term contracts with no restrictions even where there is no objective reason,
thereby departing from the general rule under domestic law that an objective reason is normally required.
81. It will be recalled that according to Article 6(1) of that directive ‘Member States may provide
that differences of treatment on grounds of age shall not constitute discrimination, if, within the context of
national law, they are objectively and reasonably justifiedby a legitimate aim, including legitimate employment
policy, labour market and vocational training objectives, and if the means of achieving that aim are appropriate
and necessary’.
82. Under subparagraph (a) of that article, such differences of treatment may include, inter alia, ‘the setting of
special conditions on access to employment and vocational training, employment and occupation, including
dismissal and remuneration conditions, for … older workers … in order to promote their vocational integration or
ensure their protection’.
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83. It may also be recalled that, even before the adoption of Directive 2000/78 and the specific provisions it
contains, the Court had recognised the existence of a general principle of equality which is binding on Member
States ‘when they implement Community rules’ and which can therefore be used by the Court to review national
rules which ‘fall within the scope of Community law’. (27) That principle requires that ‘comparable situations
must not be treated differently and different situations must not be treated in the same way unless
such treatment is objectively justified’ (28) by the pursuit of a legitimate aim and provided that it ‘is appropriate
and necessary in order to achieve’ that aim. (29)
84. As a comparison between them shows, both requirements – the specific requirement of the directive and
the general requirement just described – are essentially identical, so that the analysis of the compatibility of a
rule such as the German one could be carried out in the light of either requirement with similar results. The
better option is perhaps to use the principle of equality – which was also raised, albeit indirectly, by the national
court – since, being a general principle of Community law imposing an obligation that is precise and
unconditional, it is effective against all parties and, unlike the directive, could therefore be relied upon directly by
Mr Mangold against Mr Helm and could be applied by the Arbeitsgericht in the main proceedings.
85. But the result would be no different if the issue were dealt with on the basis of Article 6 of Directive
2000/78. In that case too, to determine whether a national rule such as Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG
constitutes age-based discrimination would similarly require analysing whether there is a difference of treatment,
and, if so, whether it is justified by a legitimate aim and is appropriate and necessary in order to pursue that
aim.
86. Before embarking on that analysis, it may be recalled that Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, as amended by
the Hartz Law, is in the following terms: ‘An objective reason is not required for a fixed-term contract of
employment if upon commencing the fixed-term employment the employee is aged 58 or over. A fixed term may
not apply if there is a close objective connection with a previous permanent contract of employment between the
same employee and the same employer … For the period to 31 December 2006, the age-limit referred to in the
first sentence hereof shall be 52 instead of 58.’
87. In that light, I therefore turn to the analysis described above, which, to repeat, entails establishing whether
a difference of treatment exists and, if so, whether it is objectively justified and whether the principle of
proportionality has been observed.
88. As for the first point, it does not seem to me that there is much room for doubt. As the referring court
noted, the possibility of entering into fixed-term contracts without restrictions, in particular in the absence of an
objective reason, is available only in respect of workers over the age of 52. The difference in treatment based on
age is therefore self-evident.
89. Notwithstanding the literal meaning of the provision in question, it also seems fairly clear to me that there
is an objective justification, albeit implicit, for that difference.
90. If one looks beyond the in one sense misleading wording of the provision (which appears to dispense with
the requirement of an ‘objective reason’ for fixed-term contracts with workers over the age of 52) and if one
considers instead – as discussed above – the government commission report which led to the enactment of the
Hartz Law (see points 15, 76 and 77 above), one realises that both the provision itself and its predecessors have
a very specific justification. They are all aimed at enhancing the employability of unemployed older workers who,
according to the official figures cited by the commission, have particular trouble finding new employment.
91. It is more difficult, however, to determine whether that aim has been pursued by appropriate and
necessary means. I am impressed, however, by the analysis of this issue conducted by the national court, which
came to a clear conclusion that Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG goes beyond what is necessary in order to enhance
the employability of unemployed older workers.
92. In the first place, the national court observed that the contentious provision allows ‘a 52-year-old worker to
be employed on a fixed-term contract for what is effectively an unlimited duration (13 years, for example, up to
the age of 65)’ or ‘to be employed on an indefinite number of short fixed-term contracts with one or more
employers’ up to that age. (30)
93. The national court also pointed out that the age threshold of 52, which is lower, moreover, than the age
threshold of 55 referred to by the aforementioned government commission (see point 15 above), is in practice
reduced by a further two years, since the contentious provision prohibits a fixed-term hiring if the 52-year-old
worker ‘was previously employed under a contract of indefinite duration’, but not if he or she was previously
employed under a fixed-term contract, which, according to the other provisions of the TzBfG, (31) may last for
up to two years. (32)
94. In short, according to the national court’s analysis, the contentious provision ultimately means that workers
hired on a fixed-term basis for the first time after turning 50 can thereafter be employed on a fixed-term basis
without restrictions until their retirement.
95. In those circumstances, it seems to me that the national court is right in its view that this goes beyond
what is necessary in order to enhance the employability of older workers. It does indeed make it easier for them
to find a new job, but at the price of their being, in principle, permanently excluded from the safeguards that go
with permanent employment, which, according to the intentions of the social partners endorsed by the
Community legislature, must instead continue to be ‘the general form of employment relationships’ for all
(paragraph 6 of the general considerations of the framework agreement annexed to Directive 1997/70; see point
3 above).
96. Nor, for that matter, may it be objected that the lowering of the age threshold from 58 to 52 under the
Hartz Law applies only until 31 December 2006. That objection is met by simply pointing out that by that date a
large proportion of the workers covered by the Hartz Law (Mr Mangold among them) will have turned 58 and will
therefore fall once more under the special rules laid down by Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG. Accordingly, for
those workers at least, the exclusion from the safeguards of stable employment is already permanent and
therefore disproportionate.
97. In the light of the Arbeitsgericht’s analysis, it therefore seems to me that the aim of enhancing the
employment prospects of older workers has been pursued by means which are clearly disproportionate and that
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therefore the treatment accorded workers over 52 by Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG constitutes full-blown
discrimination on grounds of age.
98. On those grounds, I take the view that Article 6 of Directive 2000/78 and, more generally, the general
principle of non-discrimination preclude a national rule, such as the provision at issue in this case, which allows
persons over the age of 52 to be employed on fixed-term contracts with no restrictions.
4) The consequences of the interpretation adopted by the Court
99. Before concluding, it remains to identify the legal consequences which the national court must draw from
the Court’s decision in circumstances, such as those in the main proceedings, in which an interpretation is sought
of a directive in the context of a dispute between private parties.
100. It remains, that is, to answer the third question, by which the national court asks what the effect would be
on the main proceedings of a declaration that a national rule such as that in issue was incompatible and,
specifically, whether following such a declaration the national court could disapply that rule.
101. On close consideration, that question would be disposed of if the Court – following my suggestion – were to
decide to declare incompatible a law, such as the law in issue, using as its yardstick of interpretation the general
principle of equality, the clear, precise and unconditional content of which is binding on all legal persons and can
therefore be relied upon by private parties both against the State (33) and against other private parties (see
point 84 above). There is no doubt that in that eventuality the national court would have to disapply a national
rule held contrary to that principle which is regarded as having direct effect.
102. The question regains all its significance, however, if the Court decides – as I have suggested as an
alternative – to declare incompatibility in the light of the rule against discrimination laid down in Article 6 of
Directive 2000/78. In that eventuality, the answer to the question would be complicated still further by the fact
that at the material time the deadline for transposition of the directive had not yet passed (see points 8 and 9
above).
103. In that regard, the Arbeitsgericht and, in substance, the Commission too argue that if Directives 1999/70
and 2000/78 were to preclude a provision, such as Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, as amended by the Hartz Law,
which allows workers over the age of 52 to be employed on fixed-term contracts with no restrictions, that
provision would have to be disapplied and the general rule under Paragraph 14(1) of the TzBfG, which allows
such contracts to be entered into only if objectively justified, applied in its place.
104. According to the Arbeitsgericht and the Commission, the contentious national provision would also have to
be disapplied in the event it were found incompatible with Directive 2000/78 alone, albeit the deadline for
transposition had not yet passed. In that case, if I understand them correctly, such a consequence would be the
natural sanction for the breach of the obligation on Member States to refrain, prior to that deadline, from
adopting measures – such as, in their opinion, the measure in issue – liable seriously to compromise the result
prescribed by the directive.
105. It is true – the Commission goes on – that, being addressed to Member States, Community directives,
including those whose transposition deadline has not yet passed, cannot give rise to ‘horizontal’ direct effect, in
other words as against a private party, such as Mr Helm, being sued by another private party. However, in the
present case, the application of the directives concerned would not give rise to such an effect: if Paragraph 14(3)
of the TzBfG were to be set aside, it is another provision of national law, Paragraph 14(1) of the TzBfG, which
would fall to be applied and not, of itself, any provision of the directives concerned.
106. Let me say at once that, in my opinion, that view cannot be upheld. It ignores the fact that in those
circumstances the disapplication of the national rule in question would in reality constitute a direct effect of the
Community act and it would therefore in fact be the Community act that prevented the party concerned from
relying on the rights conferred on him by his own national law.
107. In the present case, for instance, the contrary view would mean Mr Helm being prevented by a directive
from relying in the Arbeitsgericht on his right under national law to hire workers over the age of 52 on fixed-term
contracts with no restrictions. (34)
108. That would clearly be at odds with the settled case-law of the Court according to which a directive, being
formally addressed to Member States, ‘cannot of itself impose obligations on an individual and cannot therefore
be relied on as such against an individual’. (35)
109. But that is not all. The above principle applies, as has been confirmed time and again, in cases where the
deadline for transposition of the directive relied upon had already passed and the obligation on Member States
was therefore in that respect unconditional. It must obviously apply with even greater force when the deadline
has not yet elapsed.
110. Nor is that conclusion contradicted, in my view, by the case-law cited by the Arbeitsgericht and by the
Commission, in which the Court held that Member States had an obligation to refrain, in advance of the deadline
for transposition, from adopting measures liable seriously to compromise achievement of the result prescribed by
a directive. (36) On the contrary, just recently the Court explained that the existence of that obligation did not
give individuals the right (which is in fact expressly excluded) to rely on the directive ‘before national courts to
have a pre-existing national rule incompatible with the Directive disapplied’. (37) That statement obviously
appears even more justified where, as here, the dispute in the main proceedings is between two private parties.
111. In my opinion, therefore, in the main proceedings between Mr Mangold and Mr Helm, the Arbeitsgericht
cannot disapply, at the latter’s expense, Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, as amended by the Hartz Law, if it is held
incompatible with Directive 1999/70 or – according to my proposal – with Directive 2000/78.
112. That said, however, I must add that – again according to settled case-law – this conclusion does not
absolve the referring court of the duty to construe its own law in a manner consistent with the directives.
113. In cases where a directive cannot produce direct effect in the main proceedings, the Court has long held
that the national court must none the less ‘do whatever lies within its jurisdiction’, ‘having regard to the whole
body of rules of national law’, using all ‘interpretative methods recognised by national law’, in order to ‘achieve
the result sought by the directive’. (38) National courts, just like other Member State authorities, are subject to
the obligation arising under the third paragraph of Article 249 EC, according to which directives have binding
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effect, and, more generally, under the second paragraph of Article 10 EC, which requires Member State
authorities ‘to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular’ necessary to ensure compliance with
Community law. (39)
114. This duty to construe national provisions in conformity with Community law clearly applies in the case of
Directive 1999/70, the deadline for transposition of which had already passed by the time Mr Mangold entered
into Mr Helm’s employ, which directive, however, is of no great relevance in my analysis, since it is my view that
the questions relating to it must be either ruled inadmissible (Question 1(b), see point 42 above) or answered in
the negative (Question 1(a), see point 78 above).
115. But, on proper consideration, the duty in question also applies in the case of directives, such as Directive
2000/78 (which is of greater relevance in my analysis: see point 98 above), which had already entered into force
at the material time but the deadline for transposition of which had as of then not yet expired. (40)
116. Why this is so I will now consider.
117. It must first be recalled that the duty of consistent interpretation is one of the ‘structural’ effects of
Community law which, together with the more ‘invasive’ device of direct effect, enables national law to be
brought into line with the substance and aims of Community law. Because it is structural in nature, the duty
applies with respect to all sources of Community law, whether constituted by primary (41) or secondary
legislation, (42) and whether embodied in acts whose legal effects are binding (43) or not. Even in the case of
recommendations, the Court has held, ‘national courts are bound to take [them] into consideration in order to
decide disputes submitted to them’. (44)
118. It is clear then that the same duty must be held to apply also in the case of directives for which the
deadline for transposition has not yet elapsed, since these are one of the sources of Community law and produce
effects not only as from that deadline but from the date of their entry into force, that is, in terms of Article 254
EC, on the date specified in them or, in the absence thereof, on the 20th day following that of their publication.
119. This is also borne out, moreover, by the case-law cited (see points 104 and 110 above), which holds that
‘[a]lthough the Member States are not obliged to adopt [the] measures [to implement a directive] before the end
of the period prescribed for transposition’, it follows from the second paragraph of Article 10 EC in conjunction
with the third paragraph of Article 249 EC that ‘during that period they must refrain from taking any measures
liable seriously to compromise the result prescribed’. (45)
120. There can be no doubt but that this negative duty, like the positive duty to take all measures necessary to
achieve the result sought by the directive, is borne by all Member State authorities, including, within their sphere
of responsibility, the national courts. It therefore follows that, in advance of the deadline for transposition, the
national courts too must do everything possible, in the exercise of their powers, to avoid the result prescribed by
the directive being jeopardised. In other words, they must also endeavour to favour the interpretation of national
law which is most in keeping with the letter and spirit of the directive.
121. Coming now to the case at hand and drawing the conclusions from the above analysis, I take the view that
in the proceedings between Mr Mangold and Mr Helm, the Arbeitsgericht cannot disapply, at the latter’s expense,
Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, as amended by the Hartz Law, for being incompatible with the prohibition of agebased discrimination laid down by Article 6 of Directive 2000/78. However, even though the deadline for the
transposition of that directive has not yet expired, the Arbeitsgericht is bound to take into consideration all rules
of national law, including those having constitutional status, which contain the same prohibition, in order to
arrive, if possible, at a result consistent with what the directive prescribes.
122. For all the reasons set out above, I therefore take the view that a national court hearing a dispute involving
private parties only, cannot disapply, at their expense, provisions of national law which are in conflict with a
directive. However, in view of the duties that flow from the second paragraph of Article 10 EC and the third
paragraph of Article 249 EC, the national court is bound to construe those provisions as far as possible in the
light of the wording and purpose of the directive, in order to achieve the result sought by it, and this applies also
in the cases of directives for which the deadline for transposition into national law has not yet expired.
IV – Conclusion
In the light of the foregoing considerations, I propose that the Court should reply to the Arbeitsgericht München
as follows:
‘1(a). Clause 8(3) of Council Directive 1999/70/EC of 28 June 1999 concerning the framework agreement on
fixed-term work concluded by ETUC, UNICE and CEEP does not preclude a national provision, such as Paragraph
14(3) of the Law on Part-Time and Fixed-Term Employment of 21 December 2000, (the TzBfG), as amended by
the First Law for the Provision of Modern Services on the Employment Market of 23 December 2002 (known as
“the Hartz Law”), which, for justified reasons of employment policy unconnected with the transposition of
Directive 1999/70, lowers the age at which fixed-term contracts of employment can be entered into without
restriction from 58 to 52.
1(b). The Court has no jurisdiction to express a view on Question 1(b).
2.
Article 6 of Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing a general framework for equal
treatment in employment and occupation and, more generally, the general principle of non-discrimination
preclude a national rule, such as Paragraph 14(3) of the TzBfG, as amended by the Hartz Law, which allows
persons over the age of 52 to be employed on fixed-term contracts with no restrictions.
3.
A national court, hearing a dispute involving private parties only, cannot disapply, at their expense,
provisions of national law which are in conflict with a directive.
However, in view of the duties that flow from the second paragraph of Article 10 EC and the third paragraph of
Article 249 EC, the national court is bound to construe those provisions as far as possible in the light of the
wording and purpose of the directive, in order to achieve the result sought by it, and this applies also in the
cases of directives for which the deadline for transposition into national law has not yet expired’.
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